
The Mystery of the Rainbow Gold Answers
Clue 1: The ‘ee’ Digraph Note
ee words:  keep; week; see; meet; deep

The digraph ee has been used five times so this must be the age of the 
gold snatcher.

Clue 2: What a Load of Nonsense!

Real Nonsense

right
hood
paint
rainbow
night

clight
rooftip
floop

oa ar or ur

soap
boat

car fork
cornet

surf
turnip
church

There are more real words so the gold snatcher must be male.

Clue 3: Puzzling Problems

The digraph with the most matching words is ur so the gold snatcher must 
be a shop owner.

Clue 4: Discover the Skin Colour

The rain and sun help the rainbow.

The rainbow might never be seen again.

The goblin might keep the gold.

Cheeky goblins like to zoom over the rainbow.

I hope you don’t fail to find the cheeky goblin.
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ai ee igh oo

used six times used four times used two times used one time

The digraph ai is used the most so the gold snatcher’s skin colour must be blue.

Clue 5: Discover the Eye Colour

The colours of 
the rainbow are 
so bright. 

         

The fourth letter 
of the correct 
spelling is…

g

Goblins love to 
eat turnips all 
year long.

The third letter 
of the correct 
spelling is…

r

The goblin who took 
the pot of gold is 
very greedy..

The fourth letter 
of the correct 
spelling is…

e

The goblin can’t 
keep the pot of gold.

The third letter 
of the correct 
spelling is…

e

The rainbow cannot 
be seen by the light 
of the moon.

The fourth letter 
of the correct 
spelling is…

n

The colour of the gold snatcher’s eyes must be green.

The cheeky goblin who took the gold must have been Lark. 
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